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Abstract
For an arbitrary lled graph G+ of a given original graph G, we consider the problem of
removing ll edges from G+ in order to obtain a graph M that is both a minimal lled graph
of G and a subgraph of G+. For G+ with f ll edges and e original edges, we give a simple
O(f(e+f)) algorithm which solves the problem and computes a corresponding minimal elimi-
nation ordering of G. We report on experiments with an implementation of our algorithm, where
we test graphs G corresponding to some real sparse matrix applications and apply well-known
and widely used ordering heuristics to nd G+. Our ndings show the amount of ll that is
commonly removed by a minimalization for each of these heuristics, and also indicate that the
runtime of our algorithm on these practical graphs is better than the presented worst-case bound.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
For any graph G and an ordering  of its vertices, there is an associated set of ll
edges that, when added to G, results in a chordal graph (G; ) called the lled graph
(see Section 2 for all denitions.) The problem of nding orderings of the vertices that
produce low ll has been studied by researchers in many areas of computer science, e.g.
in the solution of sparse symmetric systems of linear equations [13, 16{19], data-base
management systems [1, 21], knowledge-based systems [9, 12], and computer vision
[5]. The problem remains an important research topic.
In a central 1976 paper Rose et al. [20] gave an algorithm which nds a minimal
ll ordering of a graph G in O(ne) time, where n and e are, respectively, the number
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of vertices and edges in G. To date, this algorithm, which is called LEX-M, has the
best known running time for nding a minimal lled graph of an arbitrary graph. An
ecient parallel algorithm for the same problem is given by Dahlhaus and Karpinski
in [7]. Yannakakis showed in [22] that nding the minimum ll for an arbitrary graph
is NP-hard. Several heuristics have been proposed for nding elimination orderings
producing low ll. The two most famous and practically useful methods are called
minimum degree and nested dissection (see [10] for a survey).
Given a graph G and an arbitrary ordering  of its vertices, we consider the problem
of nding a graph M that is both a minimal chordal supergraph of G and a subgraph
of the lled graph (G; ). We also nd a related minimal ordering  where (G; )=M ,
so that M is a minimal lled graph of G. Minimal orderings are desirable in practice
since any perfect elimination ordering of the resulting lled graph, when applied to
the original graph, produces the same lled graph, and hence the planned data storage
scheme is not disturbed. This is the case, for example, in sparse matrix computations,
where perfect elimination orderings of the lled graph, e.g. post orderings of the corre-
sponding elimination tree (see [15]), are usually found to achieve better properties for
further computations. In other words, if  is a minimal ordering of a graph G then for
any perfect elimination ordering  of (G; ) we have (G; )= (G; ), and this property
does not hold for elimination orderings in general. In particular, we show in Section 3
that if an ordering  is not minimal, then there always exists a perfect elimination
ordering  of (G; ) such that (G; ) is a strict subgraph of (G; ).
The problem we consider is motivated by the following two facts: (1) Minimal
orderings are not necessarily close to minimum in general, and lower ll is usually
achieved by practical heuristic algorithms like minimum degree and nested dissection.
(2) These famous heuristic algorithms usually produce non-minimal ll, and minimal
ll is desirable in practice as explained above. Therefore, a suitable approach is to rst
apply a heuristic algorithm to nd a non-minimal low-ll ordering  and then run our
algorithm to remove redundant ll until the remaining ll is minimal.
The main contributions of this paper are two-fold: First, we develop an O(f(e+f))
time algorithm that, given G and , based on our Theorem 3.8 greedily considers ll
edges for removal, in the reverse order to that in which they were introduced, and
produces an ordering  such that (G; ) is minimal and is a subgraph of (G; ). Here,
f and e are, respectively, the number of ll edges in (G; ) and the number of edges
in G, i.e. (G; ) has f + e edges total. Second, we have implemented our algorithm
in FORTRAN90 and we report on experiments where we take our graphs G from the
Harwell{Boeing matrix collection and apply the minimum degree and nested dissection
heuristics to nd . Our ndings indicate that minimum degree indeed nds a minimal
ll in many cases, while for nested dissection we are more often able to remove a
substantial number of ll edges with our algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the rst
time minimality properties of these famous heuristics are conrmed experimentally.
Furthermore, the worst-case time complexity O(f(e + f)) of our algorithm depends
on structural properties of the lled graph, and our tests indicate that this worst-case
bound is usually not met.
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A preliminary version [2] of this paper was presented at the Fifth Scandinavian
Workshop on Algorithm Theory in 1996. Subsequently Dahlhaus presented in [6]
an O(ne) algorithm to solve the same problem. These two algorithms thus have the
same worst-case asymptotic time complexity when the ll is linear in the number of
vertices, i.e. when f=(n), while O(f(e + f)) wins if f=o(n) and O(ne) wins
if f=!(n). Our tests indicate that there are many practical matrices where indeed
f=O(n).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally denes terms used in the
paper. Section 3 characterizes redundant ll edges. The new algorithm and its proof of
correctness are found in Section 4 with an analysis of the time complexity. Section 5
contains numerical results of our tests concerning the amount of redundant ll removed
and the runtime of our implementation compared to that of minimum degree and nested
dissection. The paper is concluded with some nal remarks in Section 6.
2. Denitions and notation
We start with some standard graph terminology. We consider undirected, simple
graphs. For a graph G, the vertex and edge sets are denoted by, respectively, V (G)
and E(G). NG(v) is the set of neighbors of v in G. A path from v1 to vk is a sequence
of vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vk that are connected by the edges v1v2; v2v3; : : : ; vk−1vk . We also
use v1! vk to denote a path from v1 to vk . A cycle is a path whose rst and last
vertices are the same. An edge in G is called a chord of a cycle if it joins two non-
consecutive vertices on the cycle. A graph is chordal if every cycle of length at least
four has a chord. For a set S of vertices in G, the subgraph of G induced by S is
denoted by G[S]. The graph GnS is the graph G[V (G)nS]. For a set K of edges in
G, the graph GnK is the result of removing the edges in K from G. A supergraph of
G is a graph which contains G as a subgraph.
For a graph G with jV (G)j= n, an elimination ordering of G is a bijection  :
V (G)$f1; 2; : : : ; ng. For ease of presentation, we will also refer to  as a sequence,
= v1; v2; : : : ; vn= −1(1); −1(2); : : : ; −1(n). Thus vi denotes the vertex v such that
(v)= i.
Associated with  is a sequence of supergraphs of G, dened as follows. G0 =G,
and for 16i6n; Gi is the graph obtained by adding edges to Gi−1 so that all vertices
in NGi−1 (vi)\fvi+1; : : : ; vng are pairwise adjacent. This step is called the elimination
of vertex vi, and the whole process of obtaining Gn from G is called the elimination
process. Note that vertices are not removed from the graph: V (G)=V (Gi); 16i6n.
Usually, the elimination process and the graphs Gi are dened such that vertex vi is
removed after its elimination (thereby the term elimination). However, for our purposes
and algorithm, the non-shrinking graphs Gi dened here are more appropriate. The new
edges added are called ll edges, and Fi=E(Gi)nE(Gi−1) is the set of ll edges created
by the elimination of vi. We use Ci to denote the resulting clique induced by vi and
its higher numbered neighbors. The graph Gn is the lled graph of G for elimination
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ordering . We also use (G; ) to denote the lled graph Gn. All lled graphs are
chordal.
An elimination ordering  on G is minimal if the resulting (G; ) is a minimal
chordal supergraph of G. In other words, no strict subgraph of (G; ) containing G
is chordal, equivalently, for no ordering  is (G; ) a strict subgraph of (G; ). Then
(G; ) is also referred to as a minimal lled graph of G. An elimination ordering 
on G is minimum if no other elimination ordering  on G can produce a lled graph
with fewer edges than (G; ). Minimum orderings are, of course, minimal.
A vertex is simplicial in a graph G if its neighbors induce a clique. Note that vi is
simplicial in Gi−1[fvi; : : : ; vng] if and only if Fi= ;. An elimination ordering on G is
perfect if no ll edges are created, that is, if Fi= ; for 16i6n. Chordal graphs are
exactly the class of graphs that have perfect elimination orderings.
3. Greedy removal of redundant ll edges
In this section we develop some properties of ll edges related to the order of their
introduction, with the goal of nding an algorithm to remove redundant ll edges. The
following result from [20] gives another characterization of ll edges.
Lemma 3.1 (Rose et al. [20]). Let G be a graph and  an elimination ordering of its
vertices. Then uv is an edge of (G; ) if and only if uv2E(G) or there exists a path
u= u0; u1; : : : ; uk+1 = v in G such that; for 16i6k; we have (ui)<minf(u); (v)g.
The same paper also gives the following alternative characterization of minimal
elimination orderings.
Theorem 3.2 (Rose et al. [20]). Let G be a graph and  an elimination ordering of
its vertices. Then  is a minimal elimination ordering if and only if each ll edge is
the unique chord of a 4-cycle in (G; ).
We will need the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a graph and = v1; : : : ; vn be an elimination ordering of its
vertices. If a ll edge uv2Fi; created by elimination of vi; is the unique chord of a
4-cycle in (G; ) then uv is the unique chord of a 4-cycle u; vi; v; x; u in (G; ) with
(x)>i; (u)>i and (v)>i.
Proof. Let u; y; v; x; u be a 4-cycle of (G; ) in which uv is the only chord. Since uv
is created by elimination of vi we must have (u)>i; (v)>i; (y)>i and (x)>i.
If either y= vi or x= vi we are done. If this is not the case, note that either yvi or xvi
is not an edge of (G; ) since otherwise xy would be a ll edge. As u and v are both
neighbors of vi, we can nd a 4-cycle as stated in the corollary.
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Observe that Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 can be used to easily detect whether a
given elimination ordering is minimal.
Denition 3.4. Let G+ be a chordal supergraph of a graph G. A candidate edge is an
edge uv2E(G+)nE(G) which is not the unique chord of any 4-cycle in G+.
Since removing a single edge from a chordal graph results in either a chordal graph
or a graph with a chordless 4-cycle, it is clear that removing any candidate edge cannot
destroy chordality. The following result is implicit in [20].
Fact 3.5 (Rose et al. [20]). A non-minimal chordal supergraph G+ of a graph G has
at least one candidate edge. Any candidate edge can be removed without destroying
chordality.
Thus, if (G; ) is not minimal, then there exists another ordering  such that (G; )
has at least one edge less than (G; ). Furthermore, before we continue with the results
that constitute the main basis of our algorithm, we show that  can always be chosen
among perfect elimination orderings of (G; ). As mentioned in the introduction, this
constitutes a further motivating factor for nding minimal orderings.
Lemma 3.6. For any non-minimal ordering  of a graph G; there is a perfect elimi-
nation ordering  of (G; ) such that (G; ) is a strict subgraph of (G; ).
Proof. Let uv be the last introduced ll edge that is a candidate edge in (G; ), with
= v1; : : : ; vn. In other words, if uv2Fi then there are no candidate edges in Fj, where
i<j. Let vi be the vertex whose elimination introduced the ll edge uv. Consider vi
and its higher numbered neighbors in (G; ); these induce a clique Ci as explained in
the previous section. Since uv is a candidate edge, every vertex vj, with j>i, that is
adjacent to both u and v must also be adjacent to vi, and thus be a part of the clique Ci.
Consequently, the only vertices whose elimination could lead to the creation of the ll
edge uv all belong to Ci. Otherwise uv would have been created before the elimination
of vi. In [19] Rose shows that any clique can be eliminated last in a perfect elimination
ordering of a chordal graph. Let  be a perfect elimination ordering of (G; ) where
the vertices of Ci are eliminated last. In addition let u and v be eliminated last among
the vertices of Ci. Applying  on the original graph G will not create the ll edge uv,
and since it is a perfect elimination ordering of (G; ), it will not result in any ll
that is not in (G; ). Thus, (G; ) has at least one edge less than (G; ) and is a strict
subgraph.
Fact 3.5 gives an idea for nding a minimal lled graph by removing ll edges from
a lled graph: repeatedly remove candidate edges until no candidate edges remain. Note
that the proof of Lemma 3.6 provides an algorithm for doing this: Since at least one
candidate edge is removed by the described perfect elimination ordering of the lled
graph, the same procedure can be repeated for the resulting graph recursively until
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a minimal lled graph is reached. However, this is a time consuming approach, and
Lemma 3.6 is merely meant as a theoretical motivation for nding minimal orderings.
Following Fact 3.5, we will describe a method where ll edges are examined for
candidacy and removed if possible. Unfortunately, the set of candidate edges changes
as edges are removed, with new candidate edges being introduced and old candidate
edges ceasing to be candidates. Therefore, if we are to remove the candidate edges in an
arbitrary order, each ll edge might have to be checked several times for candidacy.
For a simple example, consider the path on 4 vertices P4 with edges ab; bc; cd and
elimination order b; c; d; a creating the ll F1 = facg and F2 = fadg. The ll edge ac
is not a candidate for removal but ad is. However, after removing ad the ll edge ac
becomes a candidate for removal.
This non-monotonicity property of the set of candidate edges seems to be the main
obstacle in obtaining an ecient implementation of this algorithm. As we show below,
we can partially avoid this by processing ll edges in the reverse ll order of that
in which they were introduced. In particular, the following strategy will produce a
minimal chordal supergraph:
for i= n downto 1 do
while there is a candidate edge in Fi do remove it from the lled graph;
We rst give a lemma and then a theorem that will provide the basis for the correctness
of this strategy.
Lemma 3.7. Let = v1; : : : ; vn be an elimination order of a graph G. Let Mi be both
a subgraph of Gn and a minimal chordal supergraph of Gi−1. Then Mi has a perfect
elimination ordering =w1; w2; : : : ; wn with (G; )=Mi and vk =wk for k =1; : : : ; i − 1.
Proof. Since both Gi−1 and Gn are associated with = v1; : : : ; vn, we have for all
k =1; : : : ; i − 1 the vertex vk simplicial in both the graphs Gi−1[fvk ; vk+1; : : : ; vng] and
Gn[fvk ; vk+1; : : : ; vng]. Note also that vk has the same neighbors in both these graphs.
Hence vk is also simplicial in Mi since Mi is a supergraph of Gi−1 and a sub-
graph of Gn. For chordal graphs it is well known that the elimination order resulting
from repeatedly eliminating a vertex which is simplicial in the graph induced by non-
eliminated vertices, is a perfect elimination ordering. We can therefore nd a perfect
elimination ordering  of Mi with =w1; : : : ; wn and vk =wk for k =1; : : : ; i − 1.
We now show that (G; )=Mi. Eliminating v1; : : : ; vi−1 in this order in G or Gi−1
will in either case give us Gi−1. Since Mi is a minimal chordal supergraph of Gi−1
we must have (Gi−1; )=Mi. Hence, (G; )=Mi since the initial sequence of  is
v1; : : : ; vi−1.
We can now state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.8. Let = v1; : : : ; vn be an elimination order of a graph G. Let Mi be
both a subgraph of (G; ) and a minimal chordal supergraph of Gi−1. For any
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graph M which is both a subgraph of Mi and a chordal supergraph of G; we have
E(Mi)nE(Gi−1)E(M).
Proof. Observe that GGi−1Mi (G; ) and GM Mi. By Lemma 3.7, we
know that Mi has a perfect elimination ordering =w1; w2; : : : ; wn with vk =wk for
all k =1; : : : ; i− 1 and we also know that (Gi−1; )=Mi. The statement in the theorem
says that if the edge uv of Mi is a ll edge created, in the process giving (Gi−1; )=Mi
from Gi−1, by the elimination of some wj with i6j6n, then uv must be an edge of M .
We prove this by contradiction. Assume that uv is the latest introduced ll edge vio-
lating the condition. In other words, uv is created in the process giving (Gi−1; )=Mi
by w=wj, uv is not an edge of M , and every other ll edge of this elimination process
created by any wk with k>j is an edge of M . Since Mi is a minimal chordal supergraph
of Gi−1, and uv is a ll edge created by w, by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 there
must exist a vertex x which in Mi is not adjacent to w but is adjacent to both u and
v, with (u)>(w), (v)>(w) and (x)>(w).
We will show that there exists in M , which is a subset of Mi, a path from w to
x whose internal vertices have -order less than w and x. We will thereby arrive at
a contradiction since, with  being a perfect elimination ordering of Mi, such a path
would imply, by Lemma 3.1, that wx is an edge of Mi. But w and x are not adjacent
in Mi.
Since neither uv nor wx are edges in the chordal graph M , at least one of wu; ux; xv
and vw is not an edge of M . But M is a supergraph of G so any of wu; ux; xv and
vw which is not an edge of M must be a ll edge in the elimination process (G; )
giving Mi. By assumption, uv is the latest ll edge in this elimination process which is
not in M , so any of wu; ux; xv and vw which is not an edge of M , must be a ll edge
of Mi created earlier than uv. (Note it could not be created at the same time as uv).
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1 there must exist paths w! u, u! x, x! v, and v!w in
GM whose internal vertices (if any) are earlier in the -order than w and thus also
earlier than u; x; v. Consider the combined paths u!w! v and u! x! v. If these two
paths intersect in an internal vertex y then we nd a path w!y! x giving the desired
contradiction. Otherwise, consider the shortest path u!w0! v in M from u to v using
only vertices on the u!w! v path and the shortest path u! x0! v in M from u
to v using only vertices on the u! x! v path. These paths must have an internal
vertex since uv is not an edge of M , and the vertices on these paths therefore induce
a subgraph of M containing a k-cycle with k>4. Since M is chordal, there is a chord
on this cycle and this chord must connect an internal vertex y0 in u! x0! v with an
internal vertex y00 in u!w0! v. But then we nd a path w!y0!y00! x giving the
desired contradiction. (Note that this argument allows for w=y0 or x=y00.)
From Theorem 3.8, it follows that the ll edges in Fi that are not removed while
examining Fi, will never become candidates for removal at later steps while examining
Fj for j= i− 1; : : : ; 1. We are now ready to give a full description of the algorithm in
the next section.
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4. The algorithm
In this section we develop an algorithm which, given a graph G and an elimination
ordering  of G, nds a graph M which is both a minimal chordal supergraph of G
and a subgraph of (G; ).
After computing Gn (G; ), and nding Ci and Fi for i=1; : : : ; n from Gn in a
straightforward manner, our algorithm proceeds as follows: The algorithm has n it-
erations. Initially, we set M =Gn. Starting from i= n and going backwards, at each
iteration i, redundant ll edges in Fi introduced by the elimination of vi are removed.
By Theorem 3.8, we know that the remaining edges of Fi need not be considered
for removal at later iterations. The algorithm has n iterations for simplicity, but ac-
tually n − 3 would suce since Fn and Fn−1 are empty and Fn−2 can always be
removed.
The full algorithm is given in Fig. 1. The subroutine that checks an edge uv2Fi for
its candidacy for removal is called CandidateEdge, and is based on Corollary 3.3. The
subroutine LEX-M is used to decide which of the candidate edges in Fi can be removed
and which must stay to preserve chordality. Wi is the subgraph of Ci on which we
run LEX-M to nd out which edges in Candidate(i) are necessary. The original LEX-M
was introduced by Rose et al. in [20], and nds an elimination ordering resulting in
a minimal chordal supergraph of a given graph. For ease of understanding we assume
that LEX-M(Wi) returns the set KeepFill(i)Candidate(i) of ll edges whose addition
to Wi produces a minimal chordal supergraph of Wi. Note that Wi [Candidate(i), if
non-empty, is a clique and a subgraph of Ci.
Since the resulting graph M is a minimal chordal supergraph of G, every perfect
elimination ordering  on M gives (G; )=M . A linear-time algorithm for nding a
perfect elimination ordering of a chordal graph is given in [20] and is called LEX-P.
Fig. 2 illustrates how our algorithm processes a graph on 7 edges, with details of the
calls of LEX-M in Fig. 3. We rst prove correctness of the algorithm and then consider
its time complexity.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm MinimalChordal on input G and = v1; : : : ; vn nds a graph
M which is both a minimal chordal supergraph of G and a subgraph of (G; ).
Proof. Denote the graph M at the beginning of iteration i of the main loop of the
algorithm by Mi+1, and at the end of iteration i by Mi. Since MiMi+1 and Mn+1 is
initialized to Gn (G; ) it is clear that each Mi is a subgraph of (G; ). In addition,
the algorithm has the loop invariant: \The graph Mi is a minimal chordal supergraph
of Gi−1." We show this by reverse induction on i from n + 1 to 1. The loop invari-
ant is clearly true initially for the graph Mn+1 =Gn. The edges E(Mi+1) are of four
types:
(1) Edges belonging to the original graph G.
(2) Fill edges that were introduced before the elimination of vi which will be consid-
ered for removal at later iterations.
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Algorithm MinimalChordal (G; );
Input: A graph G and an elimination ordering = v1; : : : ; vn of G.
Output: 1. A chordal graph M which is both a minimal chordal supergraph of G
and a subgraph of the lled graph (G; ).
2. A minimal elimination order  of G s.t. M is the lled graph (G; ).
begin
Find (G; ) and Ci, Fi for i=1; 2; : : : ; n;
M =(G; );
for i= n downto 1 do
Candidate(i)= ;;
Incident(i)= ;;
for all edges uv2Fi do
if CandidateEdge(uv; i; M) then
Candidate(i)=Candidate(i)[fuvg;
Incident(i)= Incident(i)[fu; vg;
end-if
end-for
if Candidate(i) 6= ; then
Wi=Ci[Incident(i)]nCandidate(i);
KeepFill(i)= LEX-M(Wi);
M =Mn(Candidate(i)nKeepFill(i));
end-if
end-for
return M and =LEX-P(M);
end
Function CandidateEdge(uv; i; M): boolean;
Input: An edge uv2Fi and the graph M .
Output: Returns true if uv is a candidate to be removed from M , false o.w.
begin
cand= true;
for each neighbor x of u do
if (x)>i and xv2E(M) and xvi =2E(M) then
cand= false;
end-for
return cand;
end
Fig. 1. Algorithm MinimalChordal and Function CandidateEdge.
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Fig. 2. An example illustrating the algorithm. The calls of LEX-M in Steps 4 and 5 are shown in detail in
Fig. 3.
(3) Fill edges that were introduced after the elimination of vi which have not been
removed at earlier iterations.
(4) Fill edges belonging to Fi.
The graphs Gi and Gi−1 both contain all the edges of types 1 and 2, so these
edges must belong to any chordal supergraph of Gi−1. Since Mi+1 is a subgraph of Gn
and a minimal chordal supergraph of Gi we know by Theorem 3.8 that no edges of
Type 3 can be removed from Mi+1 and still give a chordal supergraph of G, where
E(G)E(Gi−1).
Hence, we need only show that (A) Mi is chordal and that (B) any edge uv of Fi
which remains in Mi is not a candidate for removal. Consider Case (B) rst. By
Theorem 3.2 it suces to show that any such edge uv is the only chord of a 4-cycle
in Mi. There are two cases: either (B.1) uv2Candidate(i) or (B.2) not.
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Fig. 3. Steps 4 and 5 of the previous example (Fig. 2) shown in detail. (a) Candidate(3)= f(4; 5)g, and
Incident(3)= f4; 5g. The subgraph W3 is dened as C3[Incident(3)]nCandidate(3). LEX-M(W3) returns no ll,
hence (4; 5) is removed from M . (b) Candidate(1)= f(2; 6); (3; 5)g, and Incident(1)= f2; 3; 5; 6g. LEX-M(W1)
returns (2; 6) as ll, thus only (3; 5) can be removed from M as redundant ll.
(B.1) At the beginning of iteration i, the neighbors among fvi+1; : : : ; vng in Mi+1
of vertex vi induce a clique Ci, and the ll edges Fi are all contained in this clique.
The edges in Fi that are candidates for removal are identied as Candidate(i), and the
vertices which are incident to at least one candidate edge, are stored in Incident(i).
We set Wi to be the subgraph of Ci induced by the vertices in Incident(i) minus the
edges in Candidate(i). Candidate edges of Fi may be removed in the call of LEX-M(Wi),
which gives us a set KeepFill(i)Candidate(i) of ll edges that when added to Wi
gives a minimal chordal supergraph of Wi. The edges in Candidate(i)nKeepFill(i) are
then removed from Mi+1 to give us Mi. An edge uv2KeepFill(i) is guaranteed, by the
correctness of algorithm LEX-M and Theorem 3.2, to be a unique chord of a 4-cycle
in the graph Wi [KeepFill(i) and therefore also in Mi, since Wi [KeepFill(i) is an
induced subgraph of Mi.
(B.2) If uv is found not to be a candidate in the call CandidateEdge(uv; i; Mi+1) then
it is because there exists a vertex x which in Mi+1 is a neighbor of both u and v but
is not a neighbor of vi. Note that the 4-cycle vi; u; x; v; vi contains only edges of Type
1, 2 or 3 and uv is therefore a unique chord of this 4-cycle also in Mi.
(A) It remains to show that Mi is chordal, which we do by contradiction. Let S be
the vertices on a shortest chordless cycle of length at least 4 of Mi. We know that there
must exist at least two vertices a; c in S such that ac2Candidate(i)nKeepFill(i), since
Mi+1 =Mi [ (Candidate(i)nKeepFill(i)) is chordal. Also S must contain at least one
vertex b =2V (Ci) since the graph Mi[V (Ci)] is chordal (Mi[V (Ci)] contains the minimal
chordal supergraph of Wi computed by LEX-M and the vertices in V (Ci)nIncident(i)
which are incident to every other vertex in V (Ci):) Moreover, every vertex x 2 S must
have (x)>i since Mi contains all ll edges F1; : : : ; Fi−1, and the cycle induced by S
contains no chords. We can therefore nd a path a; b1; : : : ; bk ; c in Mi[S] with k>1,
a and c in V (Ci), ac2Candidate(i)nKeepFill(i), and bj; 16j6k, not in V (Ci). But
then we have a (k+3)-cycle a; b1; : : : ; bk ; c; vi; a in Mi+1, which ac is the only chord of
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since none of bj is in V (Ci). If k = 1, then this contradicts that ac2Candidate(i). If
k>2, then a; b1; b2; : : : ; bk ; c; a induce a chordless (k + 2)-cycle in Mi+1, contradicting
that Mi+1 is chordal.
The loop invariant therefore holds as claimed. Note that this establishes correctness
of the algorithm as upon termination the returned graph M1 is both a minimal chordal
supergraph of G0 =G and a subgraph of Gn (G; ).
Theorem 4.2. Let = v1; v2; : : : ; vn be an elimination ordering of a connected graph
G; with n= jV (G)j; e= jE(G)j and f= Pni=1 jFij. The time complexity of Algorithm
MinimalChordal(G; ) is O(f(e + f)):
Proof. Computing Gn (see [21]) and the call of LEX-P (see [20]) both take time linear
in the size of the lled graph. From Gn, the sets Fi and Ci can be computed in time
O(nf) by simply examining every ll edge for every vertex. The algorithm has n
iterations. At each iteration i, CandidateEdge is called jFij times, and LEX-M is called
once. The time complexity of CandidateEdge(uv; i; M) is O(jNG(u)j)=O(n). The time
complexity of LEX-M(Wi) is O(jV (Wi)kE(Wi)j), (see [20]). Thus for the whole algorithm,
we get
O

nP
i=1
(jV (Wi)kE(Wi)j+ jFijn)

:
By the denition of Wi; jV (Wi)j= jIncident(i)j62jFij. Clearly, jE(Wi)j6(e+f). Thus,
the time complexity of LEX-M(Wi) becomes O(jFi(e+f)). Since all the Fi are disjoint,Pn
i=1 jFijn=O(fn), and
Pn
i=1 jFij(e+f)=O(f(e+f)). Since G is connected, n6(e+
f), and the overall time complexity is O(f(e + f)).
We would like to emphasize that the upper bound given on the time complexity
is met only if the subgraphs W1; W2; : : : ; Wn overlap heavily so that the calls of LEX-M
involve some large part of the graph several times. However, the examples we have
studied indicate that these subgraphs do not overlap very much in practical applications.
In the example of Fig. 3 we see that the subgraphs Wi do not overlap on edges at all.
Our numerical tests presented in the next section, show that if the original ordering is
a low-ll ordering (like minimum degree), then there is very little overlap between the
mentioned subgraphs. On the other hand, orderings resulting in heavy ll give more
overlap, and we have constructed an example that matches the upper bound of the time
complexity, showing that we indeed have a (f(e + f)) algorithm.
5. Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical values of tests using a FORTRAN90 imple-
mentation of Algorithm MinimalChordal, running on graphs corresponding to sparse
matrices from real applications. The matrices that form our sample are taken from the
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Fig. 4. The number of ll edges after MD ordering (y-axis) versus number of vertices (x-axis). The linear
curves f= n and f=10n are shown. To improve the scale we have left out the there data points with
highest ll: (420, 6461), (445, 8030), (468, 14 929).
well-known Harwell{Boeing collection [8], and downloaded from Matrix Market [4; 3].
We have chosen to include in our sample all n  n symmetric matrices with n6500
that appear in this collection, and that are available in Matrix Market format. We have
omitted diagonal matrices and completely dense matrices since these correspond re-
spectively to graphs on isolated vertices and complete graphs. This constitutes a total
of 51 matrices, coming from several families, but even within a family the structural
properties of the corresponding graphs can vary widely.
For each matrix, we test two initial orderings on the corresponding graph. First
we nd the lled graphs produced by a minimum degree (MD) ordering and by a
nested dissection (ND) ordering. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the number of ll edges
f produced by the MD ordering versus the number of vertices n of the graph. As the
worst-case time complexity of our MinimalChordal algorithm depends heavily on the
value of f, it is comforting to see that in most cases we have f610n. Of the 51
tested matrices, 12 have MD ll below n.
Then we minimalize these lled graphs by Algorithm MinimalChordal. The number
of ll edges, f, produced by an initial ordering is compared to the number of ll
edges removed by Algorithm MinimalChordal. In Fig. 5 we have plotted the percent-
age of removed ll edges. It is interesting to note that the ll produced by the MD
ordering is in many cases already minimal (i.e. the star is on the 0% line), whereas
for ND ordering a substantial amount is removed in many cases. For our test set,
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Fig. 5. The percentage of ll edges removed (y-axis) by Algorithm MinimalChordal for each matrix (x-axis).
Stars denote ll removed from the MD ordering, and boxes denote ll removed from the ND ordering.
MD gave a minimal ordering for 51% of the matrices, whereas ND was minimal for
about 16%.
The FORTRAN code used for MD is implemented by Joseph Liu [14], and it is among
the fastest known implementations of this heuristic. For ND, we used the public domain
FORTRAN90 code from METIS [11]. Out FORTRAN90 code is a straightforward imple-
mentation carried out by a graduate student, and with limited time for enhancements.
After removal of comments our code has 600 lines, about the same as the established
MD code. About a third of these lines is the actual MinimalChordal algorithm, with
the rest taken up by preprocessing that nds the ll edges produced by the initial or-
derings, and by the LEX-M subroutine (to our knowledge, LEX-M has no public domain
code).
In Table 1, we have chosen an arbitrary family of matrices from the collection,
and display in addition to numerical values of vertices, edges and ll, also the exact
runtimes of the ND, MD and MC (MinimalChordal) codes. The matrices in this family
display high variance on all these properties, and give a good indication of the general
behavior on the whole test collection. For this test, we have taken all the appropriate
matrices of the family bcsstk without the size limit of 500 vertices, giving us two larger
matrices outside the initial test set. It is interesting to note that our MC code is never
more than 10 times slower than the MD code while it is up to 40 times slower than
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Table 1
Columns 2 and 3 show the number of vertices and the number of original edges in the associated graph,
respectively. For each matrix, there are two rows, one for each of the initial ordering heuristics MD and
ND. For each initial ordering, we compute the ll in Column 5, and the ll removed by Minimal-Chordal in
Column 6. The percentage reduction in the number of ll edges is given in Column 7. The last three columns
show, respectively, the runtime in milliseconds of the ordering algorithm and of Algorithm MinimalChordal,
and the multiplicative factor between these.
Matrix n e Order f red. red. Time Time Time
ll % order MC factor
bcsstk01 48 176 MD 253 0 0.0 1.3 9.0 6.9
ND 289 1 0.4 3.3 9.9 3.0
bcsstk03 112 264 MD 8 0 0.0 1.3 8.0 6.2
ND 138 112 81.2 1.0 14.0 14.0
bcsstk04 132 1758 MD 1449 6 0.4 9.2 66.8 7.3
ND 1762 271 15.4 7.0 87.9 12.6
bcsstk05 153 1135 MD 1051 0 0.0 7.1 44.1 6.2
ND 1516 324 21.4 5.0 64.8 13.0
bcsstk06 420 3720 MD 6461 45 0.7 33.1 263.1 8.0
ND 8053 315 3.9 14.3 344.0 24.1
bcsstk08 1074 5943 MD 23111 49 0.2 263.4 1244.5 4.7
ND 28008 1503 5.4 64.5 1830.5 28.4
bcsstk19 817 3018 MD 4470 83 1.9 22.1 196.9 8.9
ND 5894 1475 25.0 13.7 307.5 22.5
bcsstk20 485 1325 MD 534 0 0.0 9.0 54.4 6.0
ND 967 282 29.2 3.6 70.3 19.5
bcsstk22 138 279 MD 295 1 0.3 2.6 17.0 6.5
ND 306 8 2.6 2.0 16.8 8.4
the ND code. On the other hand, substantially more ll is removed from ND orderings.
Compared to the amount of hours spent enhancing the MD and ND implementations,
we believe our MC code has an acceptable speed in practice.
6. Conclusion
As mentioned in the introduction, minimal low-ll orderings are desirable, but mini-
mal ll is not necessarily low ll. Practical algorithms like minimum degree and nested
dissection usually produce low-ll orderings, but not necessarily minimal ll orderings.
Therefore, we assumed a lled graph (preferably with low ll) already given and con-
sidered the problem of removing ll edges to produce a minimal lled graph (with
lower ll). For this purpose, we have introduced Algorithm MinimalChordal. An inter-
esting question that arises is the amount of ll edges that can be removed in practice.
The numerical results presented in the previous section show that minimum degree
orderings are often close to minimal, whereas nested dissection orderings produce ll
that can be reduced considerably by a minimalization. The time complexity of our
algorithm is dependent on the number of ll edges we start with. In some cases this
number is already low, in other cases it is high and our algorithm may remove many
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redundant ll edges. Although the worst-case time bound of our algorithm may not
seem acceptable, the runtime in practice is good and this gives us hope that with further
improvements of the implementation, it could be used in practice as intended. Since
the algorithm works locally on smaller parts of the graph, it runs often faster than the
proven time bound. Especially for low ll orderings, it runs considerably faster than
LEX-M which is insensitive to original ordering of the graph.
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